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CORPORATE &  HOTEL  
COLLECTION



• Fresh flowers and plants are known to boost health and inspire happiness 

• Access to exclusive specialty vessels, available to members of the weekly   
  program only

• Custom designs and hand-selected blooms by Winston Flowers’ master designers

• Use of seasonal products ensures fresh, impactful presentations

• Regular rotations—floral designs every week and plant designs monthly—with  
  pick-up and replacement by a uniformed Winston associate

• Preferential delivery and pick-up windows 

• No design fee 

PROGRAM BENEF ITS :

At Winston Flowers, we believe it’s all in the details. Flowers and plants add an 

elegant touch that can set the tone for any space, whether you’re looking to convey 

a positive brand image to clients and colleagues or create a warm, welcoming 

environment for guests. 

When you choose the Corporate & Hotel Collection, our master designers 

will create custom arrangements each week or month to suit your space and 

your preferences. We source only the most exceptional flowers and plants 

of the season, use local products whenever possible, and present our designs 

in exclusive specialty vessels—available only to members of the program.  

Our displays are an effortless way to make an impact, arriving at your door each 

week with dependable deliveries and Winston Flowers’ signature 5-star service. 

Delivery areas include: Greater Boston, New York City, Westchester County, and 

Fairfield County.



RECEPTION DISPLAY - DELUXE 
$275   |   48”H x 36”W

Make an impact from the moment guests arrive with an impressive presentation of artfully arranged blooms.

The photos are a general representation of the design. Arrangements will feature best-of-day flowers in seasonal hues to suit your space.

WEEKLY FLORAL
DISPLAYS



RECEPTION DISPLAY - MEDIUM 
$150   |   24”H x 12”W  

Say ‘hello’ in style with a moderately-sized 
arrangement of fresh, in-season textures 
and blooms.

The photos are a general representation of the 
design. Arrangements will feature best-of-day 
flowers in seasonal hues to suit your space.

RECEPTION DISPLAY - LARGE 
$225   |   36”H x 24”W 

Visitors will feel especially welcome when greeted 
with a vibrant display of seasonal flowers.



LOBBY TRIO 
$350   |   36”H x 36”W footprint

Welcome guests, clients, and colleagues 
with an elaborate display featuring 
complementary arrangements shown in 
a trio of vases.

The photos are a general representation 
of the design. Arrangements will feature 
best-of-day flowers in seasonal hues to suit 
your space.



TABLE ARRANGEMENT - DELUXE 
$175   |   12”H x 16”W

This abundant option makes a statement on a larger meeting or banquet table.

The photos are a general representation of the design. Arrangements will feature best-of-day flowers in seasonal hues to suit your space.



TABLE ARRANGEMENT - MEDIUM 
$75   |   8”H x 8”W  

This petite display of seasonal flora is 
nicely suited for a side table or end table.

The photos are a general representation of the 
design. Arrangements will feature best-of-day 
flowers in seasonal hues to suit your space.

TABLE ARRANGEMENT - LARGE 
$125   |   10”H x 10”W 

Create a lovely floral focal point for a conference 
table or display table.



SUCCULENT GARDEN 
$150   |   7"H x 10"W 

Create a calming oasis with a beautiful and 
balanced display of miniature succulents.

MONTHLY PLANT 
ROTATIONS

ORCHID PLANT 
$95  |   24"H x 9"W 

The timeless phalaenopsis orchid never fails to 
impress. This elegant display features two stems  
of pristine ivory blooms in a natural vessel.

Plants are designed as shown and refreshed by our 
team each month.


